ABSTRACT
The occurrence of convergent infinite products of matrices pervades many current areas of mathematics. See, for example, the various articles in [6] . Recently, in studying curve and surface generation, several authors [1, 2, 5] have been led to sets of matrices all (or almost all) infinite products of which converge. Although the contexts vary, this infinite product convergence seems to be a fundamental underlying phenomenon. Let .k = An denote the algebra of all real rr X n matrices, and let 11. ]I be a norm on R("). This norm induces a corresponding operator norm 11. II on A?. Let Z c A? be a nonempty bounded set of matrices, and denote by 4 = S(Z) the semigroup generated by Z augmented with the n X n identity matrixZ=Z,,~othat4=U",~,~",where~~=~im,~M,:M~~~,l~ii m}. We say that Z is LCP (left convergent products) if every infinite product from I: left converges, i.e., if lim, em M, . . . M, exists for any sequence (Mi)y= 1 in 2,. In this case denote by 2" the set of all such limits. Define
.
m-rm
The quantity b(z) is a special case of the joint spectral radius of a bounded subset of a normed algebra defined in [7] . Observe that p^ does not depend on the particular choice for the norm on .A Moreover each d(j) is generated by Z%(j) = {M(j) : M E I;), after similarity reduction; and thus our result follows now from Lemma II(c). 8
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